87 jeep comanche

The Jeep Comanche designated MJ is a pickup truck variant of the Cherokee compact SUV â€”
[3] manufactured and marketed by Jeep for model years in rear wheel RWD and four-wheel drive
4WD models as well as two cargo bed lengths: six-foot 1. During the mids, according to AMC
chairman W. Paul Tippett Jr. The goal was to produce and sell Comanches in China through this
joint venture. The new trucks were unveiled by Jose Dedeurwaerder , an engineer and
international business executive with 23 years of experience with Renault , who had just been
appointed as AMC's new president. American Motors' Jeep designers based the Comanche MJ
body, styling, engineering, and drivetrain on the XJ Cherokee , which had been introduced for
the model year. In the United States where the Comanche and Dodge Rampage were sold they
are both considered pickup trucks. By contrast, in other markets the Volkswagen Rabbit Pickup
was called the Volkswagen Caddy and considered a coupe utility , not a truck because the
cargo bed is an integral part of the body structure and not removable. However this is not the
legal definition of truck in the United States where the Comanche, Rampage and Rabbit were all
sold. Two cargo bed lengths were used; one for the seven-foot long-bed model, which appeared
first in , and a second, shorter version for the six-foot cargo bed, which debuted for the model
year. Unlike other pickups of the time that used C-channel frames, the Comanche's frame
design called a "Uniframe" by Jeep under the cargo bed was fully boxed, with a large X
structure centered over the rear axle. For strength, the rails were over eight inches deep top to
bottom , much deeper than conventional midsize truck frames Jeep J full-size truck frame is 6.
This structure was pioneered by AMC for the " Cowboy " compact pickup prototype. From to ,
the Jeep Comanche grille had ten slots in a similar configuration to the Cherokee XJ, while from
to , this configuration changed to eight slots to match with the SUV. These were primarily to
improve reliability and parts interchangeability with other Chrysler-built vehicles. It was argued
that the coil springs allowed for greater ride comfort and axle articulation during off-road
excursions. A track bar Panhard rod is used to keep the axle centered under the truck. Modified
versions of this same basic suspension system were later used on the Grand Cherokee , and
newer TJ Wranglers and and newer Dodge Rams. For the rear suspension, the truck used leaf
springs that are considerably longer than the Cherokee's, which give Comanches good
load-carrying capacity without creating a hard ride. The standard rear axle was the same Dana
35 used in the Cherokee, except that the Comanche mounted the leaf springs underneath the
axle, as do most other trucks, and the Cherokee mounted them on top of the axle. There was
also a heavy duty Metric Ton package for the long-bed models. The Metric Ton Comanche's
payload rating was higher than that of many full-size pickups. The inaugural model year
Comanches could be equipped with one of three engines: AMC's 2. The V6 engine was available
with either the five-speed manual or the automatic, while the turbodiesel was only available with
the five-speed. The V6 was the same engine used in the competing Chevrolet S , and equipped
with a two-barrel Rochester carburetor instead of the four-cylinder's electronic throttle-body
fuel injection system the optional six-cylinder was slightly less powerful than the standard four.
The V6 thus offered little performance advantage over the base engine while penalizing the
owner with poorer fuel economy. In the truck's second year on the market the V6 was replaced
by AMC's new fuel-injected 4. The performance of the base 2. The slow-selling turbodiesel
option was dropped during the model year. Concurrent with introduction of the new straight-six
a new four-speed automatic built by Aisin-Warner replaced the former Chrysler three-speed. The
LE featured electronic controls with a switch on the dashboard allowing the driver to choose
between two performance modes: "Power", in which the transmission downshifts more quickly
and upshifts at higher rpm during hard acceleration, and "Comfort", in which the upshifts are
made at lower engine speeds to conserve fuel and reduce engine noise and vibration. Chrysler
purchased AMC in , and by the model year adapted their own engine control electronics to
replace the original Renix systems used with the 2. The 4. As a result of the power
improvements the Aisin-Warner automatic transmission's output shaft was changed from 21
splines to 23, and the "Power-Comfort" switch was deleted. The four-cylinder was no longer
available with the automatic in and During the production life of the Comanche six different
transmissions were offered, manufactured by Aisin , Chrysler , and Peugeot. Chrysler provided
the aforementioned TorqueFlite three-speed automatic in models. Comanches were available in
either two or four-wheel-drive, with solid axles front and rear two-wheel-drive Comanches used
a simple beam axle with otherwise the same front suspension as four-wheel-drive models.
These remained the same through the rest of the Comanche's production. The decision to
phase out the Jeep Comanche "came from a combination of two factorsâ€” low sales and
Chrysler's attempts to make the Jeep brand fit into the Chrysler hierarchy of Plymouth , Dodge ,
and Chrysler models" with Jeep housing SUVs and Dodge making trucks. As sales dropped, the
Comanche was planned for discontinuation. In , the National Council of Jeep-Eagle dealers
asked Chrysler to discontinue the Comanche, and allow them to sell a version of the Dodge

Dakota pickup. The company decided to cease production of the Comanche on June 12, , after
only a few thousand more trucks rolled off the Toledo, Ohio , assembly line. Following the
discontinuation of the Comanche, the Dodge Ramcharger would be dropped outside of Mexico
shortly afterwards as part of Chrysler's plans to have Dodge sell pickup trucks and Jeep sell
SUVs. Dodge itself would stop offering pickup trucks in when the Ram Trucks brand was
spun-off from Dodge, taking the Dodge Ram and Dakota with it. Jeep re-entered the pickup
truck market in early with the Wrangler -based Jeep Gladiator. Jeep actually considered reviving
the Comanche name alongside Gladiator and most commonly Scrambler , as well as simply
using a new name, before deciding on Gladiator, feeling it fits that truck the best; sensitivity to
the Native Americans specifically the Comanche tribe and much less brand recognition
compared to Jeep's decades-long use of " Cherokee " for the Jeep Cherokee and Grand
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Vehicle availablity limited to China. Concept Cars. CarGurus has 3 nationwide Comanche
listings and the tools to find you a great deal. Boils over when turned off. Running at about with
thermostat, and without. New radiator, new waterpump, new hoses, new thermostat, and therm
opens at abo My 87 Comanche will start up no problem but when it come to get in motion, it's a
different story. It's a 4 speed manual and it will go into every gear like normal, yet no power
dispersion. I'll e Why couldn't I just swap the entire old injection system off of my old truck and
save the trouble of the fuel problems??? Is that possible??? My old engine has a cracked head
and I'm bout to st Need help with identifing the transfer case in 87 Comanche 4x4. Average user
score. Based on 10 reviews. Great For Mts And Snow. Have you driven a Jeep Comanche? Rank
This Car. Cars compared to Jeep Comanche. Have questions? Ask a question. Browse
questions. Favorite Favorite. Jeep Comanche Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related
Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Jeep Comanche to Related Models.
Select Year It has power, looks, and off road capability unlike most. If you ever have opportunity
to buy on jump on it, parts and very easily swapped from jeep xj. Pros: Swing by trail and hit
some rock climbs, then head to store she makes great grocery getter. Cons: No cons besides I
have family of 5 and we can't all fit. Jeep - It's A Way Of Life â€” She's nearly 25 years old which
means everything is manual and easy to fix, in five years the only repair was a fuel filter which
we changed ourselves. The interior is black leather. Two bucket seats in the front and a bench
seat in the back that will fold flat. Fun to drive and very responsive. Warms up fast in the winter,
roof comes off in summer. Great For Mts And Snow. My First Car â€” it wasnt good on gas, and
it wasnt a show car, but it was reliable and it stood up to my abuse. The 4. Another thing i love
about the Jeep Comanche is it has the legendary Jeep four wheel drive. Finally the last thing i
like besides the awesome custom stereo is the five-speed manual transmission. This truck may
not be the prettiest truck you've ever seen but the Jeep Comanche won my heart ever since i
saw it. Even over the Ford Ranger or the Chevrolet S Highly recommendable. Pros: 5-Speed
manual trans. Cons: not as fuel efficient as i would hope for but my perfect mileage is 2, MPG.
Coming soon, 4wd and hopefully 33's. Pros: looks and sounds awesome, has great potential.
Very Good Truck â€” This is one of the toughes trucks iv ever driven. I have driven one on and

off road. The one I drove was lifted 6in and was sitting on 34in Super Swampers. It handled very
well on and off road. It would climb over everything! Very reliable truck! Pros: Extremly reliable.
Good looking. Cheap to lift. Great off road truck. Nice rugged vehicle with good doors, seats
and bed. This is a REAL pickup truck, just small. BUT: the cooling system is ridiculous and
causes problems. I've been making repairs to make the truck more comfortable but the cab
wiring and switches are difficult to access and repair. Fuel mileage is horrible despite good
compression and new plugs, wires, cap, rotor, O2 sensors, etc. Addition : -After five years I
have to revise my review of the truck. The truck became embarrassingly unreliable. We
swapped engines with another 87 and played with 3 ECUs to no avail. I finally gave up. The
truck now has the engine and automatic tranny out of a Cherokee. The bad, REALLY bad, news
is that: 1 the conversion had and still has numerous electical problems tying the 96 wiring to the
87 wiring. Perhaps the worst part was the fuel system; I still don't have a working fuel guage. I
now have it up to about 15 mpg at highway speeds. I still love to drive it but it is time to say
"Adios, amigo. Primary Use: Utility towing boats, transporting cargo, etc. There are so few
around that it always draws attention. Cons: Fuel mileage and wiring; see comments in the
review. The turning radius is horrible, equal to a much larger truck. It is paid for I owe nothing
on it. It is fair on gas, and just a blast to drive. I also got it from my father. Who owned it before
me. Cons: It is not a 4x4 and it is not a sports car. Pro's Very Good running Truck.. Read More.
Good mid size truck, very good in the snow. Performance was good except for braking.
Breaking could only be described as horrible, panic stops were a real adventure. Handling was
OK. The truck had a l I think it was an above average example , and the price reflected that. For
my initial use of the site, it was a good experience! I will continue to search here. The car I
viewed was an excellent choice. Vehicle has a lot of power with the inline 6 and the switchable
power transmission for casual driving or power pulling. Interior has almost no ware but the
paint job is bad on it. It gets great gas mi All cometic stuff that need attention. The truck is great
on gas. Ir performs on and off road really good just stock. It never needs major repairs. It looks
great and even now being over 20 years old it still looks great and has almost no CarGurus has
3 nationwide Comanche listings and the tools to find you a great deal. Have you driven a Jeep
Comanche? Rank This Car. User Reviews. Displaying all Jeep Comanche reviews reviews.
Cargo Capacity:. Is this helpful? Yes No. Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: Fun and
maneuverable. Cons: Will flip easier than most vehicles. Pros: very fun and usefull. Cons: mpg
is low. Luke writes:. Cons: it was 2wd, and not very roomy. Morgan writes:. Joel writes:. Cons:
2wd, Auto. Nicholas writes:. Is this review helpful? NVSmith writes:. Ronald writes:. Rustoleum
says:. Best of road I'll never sell mine Reviews From Other Years. Read all Jeep Comanche
reviews. Read all 8 Jeep Comanche reviews. Read all 7 Jeep Comanche reviews. Read all 12
Jeep Comanche reviews. Cars compared to Jeep Comanche. Related Models For Sale. Other
Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Jeep Comanche to Related Models. Select Year Pros:
Swing by trail and hit some rock climbs, then head to store she makes great grocery getter
Cons: No cons besides I have family of 5 and we can't all fit 5 of 9 people found this review
helpful. Pros: very fun and usefull Cons: mpg is low 3 of 4 people found this review helpful.
Pros: looks and sounds awesome, has great potential Cons: 2wd, Auto 2 of 2 people found this
review helpful. Who owned it before me Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: It is paid for
Cons: It is not a 4x4 and it is not a sports car 1 of 2 people found this review helpful. Whatever
was going on, quite of few of you must have felt the same way and as a result dunned the car
with an overwhelming 70 percent No Dice loss. On the other hand, an old Jeep pickup truck
could potentially be a ripe candidate for reimaginations, updates and upgrades. Note, the ad has
been pulled, but we can still have our fun as we kept a copy. We should first note that the
Comanche is an odd duck among midsize pickup trucks. When this truck was new, the general
rule of thumb was that pickup trucks came first and were then followed by SUVs built on the
pickup chassis. Because it was based on the XJ Cherokee, the Comanche had to start with a
unibody chassis instead of a full ladder frame. Unlike many car-based pickups that wedded cab
and bed, the Comanche had a separate bed that rode on an extended box-section frame fully
attached to the unibody cab in front. That allowed for multiple bed lengths or the removal of the
bed entirely. That, and the 4-liter in-line six are about the only things from the Jeep factory left
on this truck. According to the ad, the truck started life as a 4X2. The seller says, however, that
the only thing left from that 4X2 driveline is the engine. The rest has been given the heave-ho to
make way for a bunch of Cherokee 4X4 parts. Along with the added traction, the truck has
gained a steering system upgrade, a modest lift and a Warn winch mounted in the bullbar at the
front. All of this work is claimed to have been undertaken a full 30, miles ago. The truck now has
a claimed , miles under its slightly higher belt and is said to be presently employed as a daily
driver. There are other mods here as well. The bed is accented by a diamond plate lockbox, and
the back bumper has been replaced with a heavier-duty steel unit. The wheels are the stock

steelies, but those wear fat Cooper AT3s. Perhaps most startling of all the mods is the interior.
Yep, catch them all folks. Aside from the wildly distracting headliner, it all seems a tidy, if
objectively austere, place to get your driving done. It should be noted that the engine in this
truck is the Renix 4-liter. As fitted, the Jeep 4-liter made horsepower and lb-ft of torque. This
one looks to functioning properly and has been converted to an open cooling system with all
new parts. Along with that comes a bunch of spares including Dirtbound rock sliders to keep
your rockers from getting rock and rolled. Does that seem like a fair deal for this sort of
Franken-truck? Seattle, Washington, Craigslist , or go here if the ad disappears. Hit me up at rob
jalopnik. Remember to include your Kinja handle. Rob Emslie is a contributing writer for
Jalopnik. He has too many cars, and not enough time to work on them all. The price sounds a
little high but I could be moved to give on my limits, maybe. It would kind of depend on how the
meeting went. Pretty much the driveline bits and a dash of added ride height and not a lot of
that last bit. No bodging required to make it happen. A lot of this would come down to whether
the guy doing the work sounds like he was fully cognizant of everything he was doing. The main
draw here is that it is an actually-compact compact 4x2 truck from a company whose name is
literally synonymous with 4x4 vehicles and has been converted into a 4x4 after the fact, offered
at a time when there are no actual compact trucks to be had in the US. Under the right
conditions, provenance has market value. The A. Nice Price Or No Dice. Rob Emslie. You
decide! Prev Next View All. Rob Emslie Posts Twitter. Share This Story. Get our newsletter
Subscribe. No sale, but not no way. This page is for personal, non-commercial use. We've
expanded your search filters to show more results. Please s
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- Buy From Home. Handle all aspects of your vehicle purchase without ever needing to go into
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Price Rating. Transmission Transmission Automatic Manual. Auction Cars. Collector and
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